
VICHY [R-H] - 25 September 
Race 1 - PRIX DE LA REGION AUVERGNE RHONE ALPES -  2950m WALK-UP C140 HCP Harness. 
Purse EUR €28,000. 

1. GLADYS DJOC - Third beaten 3.5L in a lower class at Lyon la Soie. Best watched on comeback. 

2. GALLIANO D'EVA - DQ in a lower grade two weeks ago and passed over.  

3. GULLIVER ERGE - Tenth beaten 6L at Feurs in a lower grade and this looks difficult. 

4. GRANIT DU MONT - Third beaten 6.25L in a lower class at Strasbourg 22 days back. Place at best. 

5. GLAMOIRE - Runner-up at Vincennes in two classes lower beaten 0.75L. Top claims racing barefoot. 

6. GOLD DU RABUTIN - Fifth beaten 5.25L at Hyeres in a lower class. This is not the strongest contest. 

Consider without shoes. 

7. GAMAY DES CROUAS - Second beaten 0.25L here behind Gybor Well in a lower class. Strong chance. 

8. GYBOR WELL - Won by 0.25L here beating a number of re-opposing rivals 25 days ago. Strong claims 

racing barefoot. 

9. GOTHIQUA DE BUSSET - Third beaten 0.75L in one class lower. Interesting up one level. 

10. GUERRIER ROYAL - DQ in a higher class recently. Struggled before this. 

11. GABRIELLA DUEM - Second beaten 3L here in this class 49 days back. The winner has won again and 

should go close. 

Summary: GABRIELLA DUEM (11) ran second beaten 3L here in this class behind a next time out winner. 
Contender. GOTHIQUA DE BUSSET (9) was only beaten 0.75L tackling one class lower. This looks a good 
opportunity for the level. Holds claims. GYBOR WELL (8) won by 0.25L at this track in two classes lower and 
can be considered once more. GAMAY DES CROUAS (7) finished runner-up behind Gybor Well. Not 
dismissed. 

Selections 

GABRIELLA DUEM (11) - GOTHIQUA DE BUSSET (9) - GYBOR WELL (8) - GAMAY DES CROUAS (7)  



Race 2 - PRIX URANIE -  2950m WALK-UP D291 HCP E Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. ADI GALLIA - Eleven wins in native Sweden and has to be considered on French debut. Running barefoot. 

2. DRY OAKS - Back to back DQ in a lower class. Hard to consider. 

3. FOLLOW ME DU LOGIS - Eighth beaten 5.25L at Le Croise-Laroche in a lower grade. Could place. 

4. FEE DE RANCHVAL - Sixth beaten 3.25L at Niort in a much lower class. Difficult to consider. 

5. FLICKA JULRY - Won by 1.75L at Marseille Borely in a couple grades lower. Of interest. 

6. FALKANO DE HOUELLE - Third beaten 9L at Beaumont-de-Lomagne in a lower class. Can place. 

7. EXTREME DESBOIS - DQ in this class twelve days ago. Won the time before by 9L at a country track. 

Could be worth another try. 

8. CHOUPETTE JALLERIE - Sixth beaten 4.25L in a lower class here. Not entirely ruled out a week later. 

9. ELAN DE DOMPIERRE - Sixth beaten 2.25L in this class here behind a next time out winner. Solid 

candidate. 

10. BOLERO DU SABLIER - Second beaten 0.75L in a lower class at this venue in a mounted event. Can be 

considered.  

11. DEFI DE NAY - Seventh beaten 21L in a higher class. Was 6.5L fourth the time before in this level. 

12. HOLY WATER - Third beaten 3.5L at Vincennes in the G3 Prix de Montier-en-Der. Interesting dropping 

significantly in grade. Runs barefoot. 

13. EVITA PERON - Made all to win in this class three starts back here. Struggled on two outings since. Not 

ruled out. 

14. FLORIDA SPORT - Second beaten 6.25L at Vincennes in a higher class mounted contest. Interesting 

back to a driven race. 

Summary: ADI GALLIA (1) has eleven wins to his name in native Sweden and can go close on French debut. 
HOLY WATER (12) produced a 3.5L third in the G3 Prix de Montier-en-Der at Vincennes. Dropping down in 
class and can go close. BOLERO DU SABLIER (10) was a good second beaten 0.75L at this track in a lower 
level. Well worth a try in this grade. EXTREME DESBOIS (7) makes appeal as an impressive winner two starts 
back and can bounce back after a DQ. FLICKA JULRY (5) was a winner in a lower grade and interesting in 
this standard. 

Selections 

ADI GALLIA (1) - HOLY WATER (12) - BOLERO DU SABLIER (10) - EXTREME DESBOIS (7) - FLICKA 
JULRY (5)  



Race 3 - CRITERIUM DE VITESSE DE VICHY -  1609m MOBILE D205 AM Harness. Purse EUR €6,000. 

1. DASSERO - Fourth beaten 3.25L at Caen in this class. Well drawn and should be considered.  

2. CARRERA DU CLOSET - No form in last five runs and can be ruled out.  

3. CESAR MADJI - Well beaten in this class at Le Mont Saint Michel. Top amateur driver who is operating at 

30% takes the drive. Consider. 

4. ECKMUHL JACK - Won by 3L at Divonne in one class lower lower. Well worth a try running barefoot. 

5. DIVINE MONCEAU - Sixth beaten 5.5L at Beaumont-de-Lomagne in a lower class. Went well at G3 level 

the time before. 

6. DUC DU VIVIER - No form in lower grades and best watched.  

7. DORIE DE SAUZETTE - Eighth beaten 15L at this track in a lower class last week and difficult to consider. 

8. CABALLO D'AURE - Seventh beaten 17L in this company at Laval. Much better effort the time before when 

fifth and can bounce back. 

9. DREAM DU CHATELET - Fourth beaten 5.25L at Feurs in a lower grade. A bit more needed up in class. 

Summary: DASSERO (1) produced a solid 3.25L fourth at Caen in this company. Well drawn and should go 
close. DIVINE MONCEAU (5) was not disgraced when sixth beaten 5.5L in a lower class but placed at G3 
level three starts back. In the mix. ECKMUHL JACK (4) won by 3L at Divonne in a lower class. Impressive 
latest and worth a try at this level. CESAR MADJI (3) has a top amateur driver booked. Interesting candidate. 

Selections 

DASSERO (1) - DIVINE MONCEAU (5) - ECKMUHL JACK (4) - CESAR MADJI (3)  



Race 4 - PRIX REVES D'ENFANTS (PX DE STRASBOURG) -  2800m MOBILE E26 Harness. Purse EUR 
€19,000. 

1. HAMILTON FIRST - Fourth beaten 0.75L in this class at Dieppe last week. Well drawn and going well.  

2. HERA DU DONJON - Failed to complete in the last three attempts and difficult to consider. 

3. HEDENE D'ERONVILLE - Seventh beaten 7.5L at Lyon-Parilly in a higher class. Interesting dropping a 

level. 

4. HAKON DU VIVIER - Second beaten 0.75L in this class at this venue 49 days ago. More than capable 

once more.  

5. HEROINE DARCHE - Won in this grade at Ecommoy two weeks ago. Not ruled out. 

6. HELLO D'URZY - Second beaten 2L at Divonne in a lower class. Not ruled out. 

7. HILDA DU THYRAL - Fourth beaten 3.25L at Laval in this class two weeks ago. Highly consistent and 

needs to be considered. 

8. HARMONIA THE BEST - No form in last two runs in higher grades. Won in this level three starts back so 

interesting back in this class. 

9. HESTUR DE BELLEN - Fourth beaten 2.25L at Salon-de-Provence in this company. Can go well. 

10. HENRY DE CORDAY - Third beaten 6L at Lyon-Parilly in a higher class. Down a level and should feature. 

11. HAPPY TO LIVE - Tried to make all at Les Sables-d'Olonne in this class when fading into seventh. Passed 

over. 

12. HAPPY DE NICE - Fifth beaten 12L in this class at Strasbourg. Not an obvious winner. 

13. HERMES SCOTT - Back to back DQ. Dropping in class but needs to improve. 

14. HISTOIRE PHILS - DQ in a mounted event sixteen days ago and not obvious switching back. 

15. HIMERA FROMENTRO - No form in last two outings and easily ruled out. 

16. HO HISSE - DQ at Marseille-Borely 23 days ago and best watched. 

Summary: HAMILTON FIRST (1) makes appeal. Only beaten 0.75L into fourth at Dieppe. Winner three starts 
back and well drawn. HEDENE D'ERONVILLE (3) is dropping in class after a seventh beaten 7.5L at Lyon-
Parilly. Worth consideration. HEROINE DARCHE (5) found success in this class at Ecommoy and holds 
claims. HAKON DU VIVIER (4) was runner-up at this venue in this company and should feature. 

Selections 

HAMILTON FIRST (1) - HEDENE D'ERONVILLE (3) - HEROINE DARCHE (5) - HAKON DU VIVIER (4)  



Race 5 - PRIX VICHY MON AMOUR (PRIX DE PIONSAT) -  2200m WALK-UP E3 Harness. Purse EUR 
€16,000. 

1. JAKIRA - Two-year-old filly from the Laurent Laudren stable. Market can guide. 

2. JASNIERE - Two-year-old filly from the Pascal Barthelemy stable. Market should reveal more. 

3. JERELDA - Two-year-old filly from the Anthony Tintillier stable. Market support would be noted. 

4. JOE LE VEINARD - 2L fourth in a low grade event on the grass at Montier-en-Der on debut. Open to 

progress. 

5. JOUFLETTE - Solid 4L fifth in a Class D on debut before disappointing 20L seventh at Chateaubriant 

thirteen days ago. Could bounce back in new padding combination. 

6. JOLIE CADENCE - 14L sixth in a Class C walk up at Vincennes 24 days ago. One to note eased in standard. 

7. JOIE MENCOURT - Made the running prior to a 1.5L third in a low grade walk up on grass at Montier-en-

Der on debut. Open to improvement. In the mix. 

8. JORGOS DE GUEZ - 7L third in a Class E walk up at Chateaubriant on debut thirteen days ago. Should 

have more to offer for a top trainer. Key chance. 

9. JOYAUX DES ILES - Fair sixth in a Class C event at Enghien 39 days ago. Each way claims eased in 

standard. 

10. JENY GROOVE'S - Promising 1.5L third in a Class F course and distance walk up on debut. Notable 

runner. 

11. JIMINY CRIKET ACE - Disappointed after finishing runner up first time out. Not entirely dismissed under 

a top driver.  

12. JOY DU CHERISAY - 1.25L second in a Grade F walk up at Reims ten days ago. Can continue to improve. 

Thereabouts. 

Summary: A two-year-old contest where the market can guide. JORGOS DE GUEZ (8) shaped nicely when 
7L third in a Class E walk up at Chateaubriant on debut. Should have more to offer for a top trainer. Key 
contender. JENY GROOVE'S (10) was a promising 1.5L third in a Class F track and trip walk up on debut. 
Notable player with improvement likely. JOY DU CHERISAY (12) finished 1.25L second in a Grade F walk up 
at Reims. Can continue to improve. JOIE MENCOURT (7) is a likely pace angle and could be involved. 

Selections 

JORGOS DE GUEZ (8) - JENY GROOVE'S (10) - JOY DU CHERISAY (12) - JOIE MENCOURT (7)  



Race 6 - PRIX DE CLOTURE -  2150m MOBILE D16 Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. IDEALE PENNOISE - 9L second in a Class D mobile event at Toulouse 109 days ago. Frame chance if 

sharp enough following a break. 

2. IZOR DE DOMPIERRE - 2.25L second in a Grade E autostart at Feurs nineteen days ago. Unexposed 

behind the mobile. Each way player. 

3. ISIS DE ROSE - One placing in seven mobile starts and below par on last three outings. Best watched. 

4. IDEE SHANNON - Held on last two outings but could bounce back now returned behind the mobile. Each 

way contender. 

5. ITONO DE MILLAC - Well beaten eleventh at Niort six days ago. Just his second attempt behind the mobile 

but others preferred. 

6. IMPERIAL LE FOL - 1.25L success in a Grade E mobile race at Divonne a month ago. Unexposed and 

should have more to offer. In the mix. 

7. IRON D'ERONVILLE - Solid form in Class E and D mobile events earlier in the season and should strip 

fitter for latest walk up fifth. One to note. 

8. ISTER MAN - Back-to-back thirds when last seen including beaten 1.25L behind a pair of subsequent 

winners in a Class D mobile event here in May. Claims. 

9. INDIGOTE - Scored in a lower grade walk up on grass at a country venue thirteen days ago. Mobile debut. 

10. INOLA DE BERTRANGE - Eleven race maiden who probably needs more stepping back out of claiming 

company. 

11. ILTON CASTELETS - 3.25L fourth in a Grade D walk up on the grass at Craon 20 days ago. Each way 

claims. 

12. IZAROF DE GUEZ - Unexposed gelding who makes his fourth start following a 2.5L third in a Class E 

walk up at Caen twelve days ago. Represents a top trainer. 

13. ILE DE FADA - 1.75L third behind Imperial Le Fol in a Grade E mobile event at Divonne 32 days ago. In 

the mix. 

14. IMPROVE JULRY - Inconsistent but could be involved if replicating her walk up third at Reims ten days 

back. 

15. ISLANDE VOLSIN - Two placings from four mobile starts including when a 1.25L runner up in a Class E 

at Cagnes-sur-Mer nineteen days ago. Claims. 

16. IDEAL GREEN - Scored by 5L in a walk up three runs back but was beaten 10L fifth on mobile debut two 

starts ago. 

Summary: ISLANDE VOLSIN (15) has a pair of placings from four mobile starts including when a 1.25L runner 
up in a Class E at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Unexposed and should have further progress within reach. Contender. 
The lightly raced IZAROF DE GUEZ (12) makes his fourth start following a 2.5L third in a Class E walk up at 
Caen. Represents a top trainer. Key chance. ISTER MAN (8) produced back-to-back thirds when last seen 
including when beaten 1.25L behind a pair of subsequent winners in a Class D mobile event here in May. In 
the mix if sharp enough following a break. IRON D'ERONVILLE (7) holds solid mobile form at this level. Each 
way player. 

Selections 

ISLANDE VOLSIN (15) - IZAROF DE GUEZ (12) - ISTER MAN (8) - IRON D'ERONVILLE (7)  



Race 7 - PRIX D'ALSACE -  2150m MOBILE F3 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. INTREPID JACK - Struggled in recent outings and needs more up in grade. 

2. IRISH PETTEVINIERE - DQ on last four outings and needs a completion. Placed second at Francheville 

when last finishing a race. 

3. IDEAL D'AIMTE - Solid efforts on all three career starts including fifth at Les Sables-d'Olonne five weeks 

ago. Place potential. 

4. IPPY ROCK - Not finished worse than fifth in three career starts. Capable of finishing in the frame with 

further progression likely. 

5. IMPACT DANICA - Pleasing start to career when second at Jullianges at this level. Winner has 

subsequently won again. Consider. 

6. IGLOO DE BEAULIEU - 6L third at Divonnes sandwiched between two DQ. Racing inconsistently. 

7. INDICE DES BROUETS - Given a short spell since two straight DQ. Has placed at this level in the past. 

8. INDIAN FIGHTER - Improved effort when second at Gournay in an easier contest. Can continue to make 

headway third-up. 

9. INVICTUS ELLIS - Yet to show form in three career starts. More required. 

10. ILLICO DE PEBRISY - Progressed from a debut fourth to finish sixth at Vibraye. Holds each way claims 

against similar rivals. 

11. IGGY NEVELE - Hard to recommend on recent performances. 

12. ICEMAN WINNER - Fair fifth on sole barrier trial. Can get involved on racecourse debut. 

13. INDIGO DE BANVILLE - Improved effort second-up when fourth at Saint-Omer. Tougher test up in grade. 

14. IVAN LENDEL - Commenced career with a good third at Aix-les-Bains before a DQ at the same track. 

Potential for better. 

15. IRSLO - Narrowly missed the frame on both career starts. Could sneak a placing. 

16. ILLUSTRE DE CHENOU - Returned after a four month spell with a DQ. Better expected although yet to 

try this higher level. 

Summary: INDIAN FIGHTER (8) produced an improved performance when second at Gournay. Steps up in 
class for third career start and is entitled to improve again. IVAN LENDEL (14) made a strong start to career 
when third at Aix-les-Bains. DQ at the same course subsequently and can return to better order third-up. 
IDEAL D'AIMTE (3) did little wrong in three career starts. Narrowly missed the frame when fifth at Les Sables-
d'Olonne and could sneak a placing. IPPY ROCK (4) may improve for fourth career outing and was not beaten 
far when fifth at Abbeville in latest. Place potential. 

Selections 

INDIAN FIGHTER (8) - IVAN LENDEL (14) - IDEAL D'AIMTE (3) - IPPY ROCK (4)  



Race 8 - PRIX DE BOURBON-LANCY -  2200m WALK-UP D18 Monte. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. IDALIO D'HAGUE - First race starter by Volcano Vici. Second on sole barrier trial at Saint-Galmier. 

2. IALANIE DE HOUELLE - Struggled on only barrier trial at Laval. More needed on debut. 

3. INTRIGUE GEMA - DQ early on both career starts and requires a completion. 

4. ILE DU SABLIER - Fair third at Feurs in mounted company before struggling at Vichy (driven). Still needs 

to step up in a higher grade. 

5. I LOVE YOU DUSSAC - Placed once from five career starts and steps up in grade. 

6. ILLIANA LOULOU - Improved effort when 0.25L second at Feurs in a first mounted event. Rates well.  

7. IRONY DE BIZY - Made a winning start to career at Jullianges before a fourth on mounted debut at Feurs. 

Place potential if finding improvement. 

8. IMHOTEP BUROIS - Placed three times from last five outings. First attempt in mounted company. 

9. IMBRUNITO MAG - Followed up an eye catching 7L success at Aix-les-Bains with a fifth at Feurs. Could 

go well on best. 

10. INDY DE JYR - Chasing a double after 1.5L success at Bernay in mounted company. Solid mounted 

record and ready to step up. 

11. IROISE DE COQUERIE - Aiming to bounce back after a DQ. Previous mounted form is fair. 

12. IVANA DE BERTRANGE - Struggled on last few outings at a variety of different levels. Could surprise 

with a place. 

13. INDOCILE - Completed a double prior to a DQ in driven company. Winner of sole mounted start when 

scoring by 2.75L at Auch two back. 

14. ILIS DU VALLON - Solid efforts in recent starts including a fifth at Vincennes in a similar grade. Respected. 

15. ILONA DES MOYEUX - Bounced back from a DQ with a fourth at Vincennes. Holds claims. 

16. IMAGE DE NERET - Struggling in recent starts against tough rivals. Place potential based on previous 

mounted form. 

Summary: INDY DE JYR (10) deserves to try a step up in grade after a comfortable 1.5L success at Bernay 
in a mounted event. Open to further improvement on fifth career outing. IRONY DE BEZY (7) won comfortably 
at Jullianges on debut before finishing fourth delivering first attempt among mounted company at Feurs. 
Entitled to make further headway. IDALIO D'HAGUE (1) managed a pleasing start to career when second in 
a barrier trial at Saint-Galmier. Can play a major role on official racecourse debut. IVANA DE BERTRANGE 
(12) struggled in recent performances. Facing some stuff tests and a return to an easier task might spark 
improvement. 

Selections 

INDY DE JYR (10) - IRONY DE BIZY (7) - IDALIO D'HAGUE (1) - IVANA DE BERTRANGE (12) 

 


